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Non-secular ESR broadening in a copper-amino acid 
complex 
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Abstract. Single crystal ESR measurements at 33.6 GHz (Q band) in the layered copper- 
amino acid complex bis(L-Phenylalaninato)copper(II), Cu(L-Phe)2, are reported and com- 
pared with earlier results at 9.7 GHz (X band). Strong frequency-dependent effects were 
observed in the linewidth, which were isolated by subtracting the Q-band data from the X- 
band ones. The difference data were least-squares fitted to a theoretical expression including 
non-secular contributions of the different interactions present in this exchange-coupled 
system, plus a secular contribution (‘residual Zeeman’) due to the existence of two copper 
sites with different orientations. The weight of non-secular contributions allowed us to 
estimate an exchange frequency we/2n = (10 t 2) GHz in Cu(L-Phe)2, which involves 
the interaction with the six copper neighbours. The frequency related with the exchange 
interaction between non-equivalent copper neighbours only, oeAB/2n = (10.7 * 0.6) GHz, 
was calculated from the secular residual Zeeman contribution. These values indicate that 
the spin dynamics in Cu(L-Phe)* is mainly determined by the exchange interaction between 
non-equivalent copper neighbours. 

1. Introduction 

Magnetic studies of single crystals of copper-amino acid complexes have been performed 
in the last few years [ 1-51, showing interesting physical properties. Amongst these, their 
layered structure leads to a low-dimensional magnetic behaviour, while the small value 
of the exchange interactions, of the order of tenths of a degree Kelvin [1-5] produces 
frequency-dependent effects in the ESR spectra [4,5]. 

Recently, we reported ESR experiments on single crystals of Cu(L-Met)2 [4] and 
Cu(L-Leu)2 [5], performed at two microwave frequencies: oox/2n = 9.7 GHz (X band) 
and oOo/2n = 33.6 GHz (Q band). The angular variation in the linewidth was analysed 
taking into account the contributions of the perturbative interactions-magnetic dipolar, 
hyperfine, antisymmetric exchange, and that arising from the existence of two mag- 
netically inequivalent copper sites in the lattice, called a ‘residual Zeeman’ interaction 
[4,5]. The frequency dependence of the linewidth caused by the last contribution was 
explicitly analysed in [4], where we showed how the exchange interaction, J ’ ,  between 
non-equivalent coppers may be calculated [4,5].  

In the present work we analyse non-secular contributions, which constitute another 
source of frequency dependence of the linewidth, broadening the ESR line when the 
microwave frequency is too low to average them out [6-81. This non-secular broadening 
t Present address: Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, CP 6165, Campinas SP 13081, 
Brazil. 
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Figure 1. (a) Angular variation of the squared 
gyromagnetic factor measured at Q band (33.6 
GHz) and room temperature in three orthogonal 
planes of Cu(L-Phe),: 0, a 'b  plane; A, bc plane; 
0, a'c plane; solid line, curves obtained using the 
Q-band g'-tensor data of table 1: broken line. X 
band (9.7 GHz) g? data [3] .  0 = 0"corresponds to 
t for the bc anda'cplanes. ( b )  Angular variationof 
the peak-to-peak linewidth measured at Q band. 
The symbols are the same as in (a). 
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Figure 2. Angular variation of the linewidth dif- 
ference 6 A B  = ABx - ABo between data taken 
for the X and for the Q band for Cu(L-Phe),. The 
solid curves correspond to ( 7 )  calculated with the 
least-squares parameters of table 2. 

is highly anisotropic, and can be shown by subtracting the linewidth data at both 
frequencies. Our study has been performed in the complex Cu(L-Phe),, whose ESR Q- 
band data are reported here. 

X-band datawere reported in [3]. Asother compounds [4-51, Cu(L-Phe)2crystallises 
in the monoclinic P21 space group, with two molecules per unit cell, related by a 180" 
rotation about the &-axis. Cu(I1) ions are arranged in layers parallel to the bc plane, 
having six Cu(I1) nearest neighbours at about 5.5 A. Two of them are in equivalent sites, 
and four are in rotated sites. The connections to the nearest neighbours are hydrogen 
and carboxylate bridges, which provide electronic paths for superexchange. 

2. Experimental data 

Q-band room-temperature ESR measurements were performed on single crystals of 
Cu(L-Phe),, grown as reported in [3]. The experimental details are the same as in [3]. 

A single ESR line is observed for any orientation of the magnetic fieldB. The linewidth 
is strictly Lorentzian in the interval lB - Bo( < 1.4 A B ,  where Bo is the resonance field 
and A B  is the peak-to-peak linewidth. The experimental values of the squared Q-band 
gyromagnetic factor g2(8, 9) measured in the three perpendicular planes a'b, bc and 
a'c are displayed in figure l(a). In this figure we also display X-band values, plotted as 
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Table 1. Values of the components obtained from the least-squares fit of a second tensor g’ 
to the experimental data of the squared gyromagnetic factor of figure l(a).  X-band results 
[3] are also included. The reference system is xyz = a’bc. The absolute error is 0.001 in all 
cases and was calculated from the dispersion of the fit. 

Q band X band 

s t x  4.633 4.681 
s;> 4.489 4.552 
ss, 4.501 4.512 

sz* 0.322 0.280 
s:, = sb 0.001 0.000 

a broken line. The peak-to-peak linewidth angular variation AB( 8, cp) is shown in figure 
l (b) .  Figure 2 displays the difference in linewidths 6AB = ABx - AB,. It can be seen 
in figure 2 that the Q-band linewidths are smaller than the X-band values for almost any 
orientation of B .  

As in previous works [2-5,9], the g2 data were least-squares fitted to the function 
g2 (8 ,  q) = hggh, where h = B/IBl, corresponding to the angular variation of a second 
order tensor g2. The parameters resulting from the fit are given in table 1, where X-band 
parameters [3] are also included to show the frequency dependence. The full curves in 
figure l(a) were calculated using the above expression, with the Q-band parameters 
given in table 1. 

3. Theory 

To understand the frequency dependence of the non-secular effects in the ESR spectrum, 
we resort to the general theories of magnetic resonance in exchange-coupled systems 
[6,7, lo]. The Hamiltonian of such a system in a magnetic field can be written X = 
X o  + X ’  , where X o  = Xz + X e x ,  where X z  is the Zeeman interaction, Xex is the exchange 
interaction, and X’ includes perturbative terms. Were X ’  = 0, the ESR spectrum would 
consist of a sharp resonance at the Larmor frequency wo. The effect of perturbative 
interactions-dipolar and hyperfine-is to create a local field at each spin site that 
leads to small deviations Aw from wo (Aw wo). Then the ESR spectrum at infinite 
temperature is given [6] by 

I ( 6 ,  cp, w -WO) cc @ ( e ,  c p , 4  exp[-i(w - oo)tI dt (1) 

with 

where 

is the local field correlation function, whose time dependence is governed by Xz + Xex.  
The Zeeman contribution leads to the secular (A = 0) and non-secular contributions, 
resulting in 

v(8, CP, = (Aw(t)Aw(O)) 

v(e,cp, = c. Y W ,  cp, exp(-iAwor) 
h 

where y h ( 8 ,  cp, z) is the exchange-modulated local-field correlation function that veri- 
fies yA(8, 9, 0) = M 4 ( 8 ,  q) (second moment of order A [ l l ] ) .  
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For z > z,, where t, is the time beyond which the local field correlations can be 
neglected, this gives 

where 
@(0, 47, exp[ - (r(6 v,  0 0 )  + iS(8, q7 w0)bI  (2) 

and 

Substituting (2) into ( l ) ,  it can be seen that in a certain range of frequencies near w o ,  
the curve will be Lorentzian, centred at w = w o  - S(8, q ,  wo) ,  with a peak-to-peak 
linewidth A B ( 8 ,  q ,  wo)  = (2 /g3) r (8 ,  q ,  coo). From (3a), it may be seen that the line- 
width has a secular contribution ( A  = 0) independent of wo,  while the non-secular 
contributions are averaged out if w o  %- w e ,  or have the same weight as the secular ones 
if w o  4 we ('10/3' effect [6,8, 111). In both extreme cases, the width and the position of 
the ESR line will be independent of wo. However, frequency-dependent non-secular 
effects will appear if we perform the ESR experiment at Larmor frequencies w o  = we 

On the other hand, if more than one perturbative mechanism is involved, X' = 
Z : , X ; ,  the contributions to the linewidth can be considered as additive in the range where 
the lineshape is Lorentzian [13]. The effects due to the existence of two non equivalent 
copper sites A and B are included decomposing the Zeeman Hamiltonian in a main term 
X z o ,  proportional to the total spin, plus a small term X i ,  called 'residual Zeeman', which 
acts as a perturbation. It is, thus, X z o  = &P(SA + S , )  (9, + gB) - B ,  and X i  = 
@(SA + SB) (gA + gB) B .  (Full details can be found in [4].) As Xi is proportional 
to B = hwo/gP, the related local field correlation function &,(e, q ,  z) is proportional 

[8,121. 

to U ; :  

Yip, QI, t) = ~+=zL(o, Q?)(s+(z)s-)/(s+s-) 

where s" = s i  - s i ,  and mgz(8, q )  is a 'reduced second moment' (the corresponding 
second moment is M i z ( 8 ,  q ,  w o )  = o&&(O, q )  [13]. 

Thus, the perturbative Hamiltonian is given by a sum of magnetic dipolar, hyperfine, 
residual Zeeman and eventually antisymmetric exchange contributions. (Symmetric 
anisotropic exchange interactions are excluded because they should have a maximum 
value of (Ag/g)2J  = 2 x lV3 K) [14]. 

4. Analysis of the difference in linewidths 

If the linewidth given by (3a) is calculated for the two microwave frequencies wox and 
wOQ, and the linewidth at one frequency is subtracted from the other [12], all the secular 
contributions except the residual Zeeman one will vanish, and the difference in line- 
widths will be expressed as a function of the non-secular terms (A # 0) and the residual 
Zeeman secular contribution y i ( 8 ,  q ,  z) 

w e ,  V ,  wax, moa) = r(e, 9, wax) - w, q ,  moa) 
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[mix cos(AZmOXz) - m8Q c O s ~ A Z w O Q ~ ~ l }  (4) 

where a = d (dipolar), hf (hyperfine), as (antisymmetric exchange); Z = residual Zee- 
man interaction and 

i f a = d  

if a = hf, as, Z. 

To perform the interactions involved in (4), we need to know the time dependence of 
the local-field correlation functions. A short time expansion [7] enables us to obtain the 
short-time behaviour of the spin correlation functions, and strong decoupling [12,15] is 
assumed when dealing with interactions which are bilinear in their spin operators, as for 
the dipolar interaction. It is thus obtained that, for short times 

Y 5 ( e ,  q ,  t) = M h ( 8 ,  q )  exp( - 2 ~ 2 , t ~ )  

We, = ku me 

( 5 )  
where me, is the exchange frequency related to the a interaction, given [12,13] by 

with 
( 1  if a = hf 

and 

where 

i.e. mz involves the sum over the two equivalent copper neighbours and ma,, involves 
the sum over the four non-equivalent copper neighbours. It is seen in ( 5 )  that in the short- 
time regime, the exchange-modulated local-field correlation function can be written as 
separable functions of time and angle. Regarding the long-time behaviour, it is well 
known [15] that in low-dimensional systems the long-time regime of the spin correlation 
functions is strongly modified because of diffusive effects. However, we will neglect 
these effects when analysing the non-secular contributions, taking into account the fact 
that the modulation cos(dmot), with A # 0, will average out the long-time tail con- 
tribution to the integrals of (4). Thus, we will consider only the short-time regime when 
performing the non-secular integrations. For the residual-Zeeman secular contribution, 
we will also neglect the long-time tails and consider that the correlation function (s’(t)s-) 
decays as in a three-dimensional system. (This approximation will have the effect that 
the exchange interaction, J’ , between non-equivalent coppers that is evaluated from the 
fit will be at a lower limit for its actual value.) 

With the above approximations we are able to perform the integrals in (4) to obtain 

eq 

sr(e7 q j  @OX, moa) = RU$”(M~~)(e, q) +M$.d”(e, q)) + &2)M$.d2)(e, q) 

+ a p ~ $ . ; ; : ) ( e ,  q)  + ap)m$g(e, q )  + &%@(e, q) .  (7) 
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Table 2. Parameters obtained from a least-squares fit of ( 7 )  to the linewidth difference data 
6r = (g3/2)6AB. 

ail) = (0.22 + 0.03) x 10-3 G - 1  &') = -(3.1 + 0.2) x lo4 G 
mi-2) = (0.00 + 0.07) x 10-3 G - I  
ab;') = (1.00 + 0.15) x 10-3 G-' 

ab-') = (0.0 + 0.2) x 104 G 

The dipolar second moments can be calculated from crystallographic data; M $ i / )  is 
calculated assuming axial symmetry of each copper environment and using the values 
AI! = 180 G,  A- = 20 G ,  resulting from averaged data obtained in several similar dilute 
systems [ 161, and the residual-Zeeman contribution is calculated from the g-tensor data 
[4]. We do not include the antisymmetric exchange contribution in (7), because we do 
not have enough information to calculate the corresponding second moment, as the 
chemical paths connecting copper ions are too complex to establish the orientation of 
the related d-vectors [14, 171 in the usual manner. We only know that Mi;:) is an angular 
function varying as a second-order tensor [13], but, in a first approximation, we will 
consider that its contribution to the difference in linewidths is negligible. 

The experimental data on the differences in peak-to-peak linewidth 6 A B  = 
( 2 / q 3 ) 6 r  were least-squares fitted to (7). The coefficients giving the best fit are given 
in table 2. The function calculated with these values is shown in figure 2 ,  together with 
the experimental data. 

5. Discussion 

It may be seen in figure 2 that the difference in linewidths between the data taken at 
two microwave frequencies is satisfactorily fitted by (7). The resulting values for the 
coefficients, given in table 2, indicate that non-secular contributions from hyperfine and 
dipolar interactions play a crucial role in the frequency dependence observed. The signs 
of the resulting coefficients indicate that we have the expected result that non-secular 
contributions are more important for the X band, being diminished by modulation at 
the higher Q-band Larmor frequency. The residual-Zeeman secular interaction also 
contributes to the frequency dependence, but the minus sign indicates that its con- 
tribution is larger at the higher frequency. This is the expected behaviour [4,5], as the 
residual-Zeeman second moment depends on 0;. Our results also indicate that the 
residual-Zeeman non-secular term does not contribute to the frequency dependence. 

Calculating the intensity of the second moments, we can extract information about 
the exchange frequencies from the values of the coefficients in table 2. As the residual 
Zeeman contribution is negligible for the X band [3], an exchange frequency 
w e  AB /2;2 = (10.7 L 0.6) GHz corresponding to the interaction between non-equivalent 
coppers can be obtained from the secular residual-Zeeman coefficient of table 2 ,  as in 
previous works [4,5]. A separate fit of the Q-band linewidth data leads to the same result. 
For the analysis of dipolar and hyperfine non-secular terms, replacing the Gaussian short 
time behaviour in (4), and neglecting intermediate and long-time effects, non- 
secular coefficients are expressed as a function of the adimensional variable 
XS = / ~ / % x / ) ~ 2 ) % o  

where q = o ~ ~ / w ~ ~  = 3.45, and g = 2.13. This function is displayed in figure 3. The 
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6. Summary and conclusions 

We have performed a quantitative analysis of the frequency-dependent effects on the 
ESR linewidth of an exchange-coupled system, Cu(L-Phe),. These effects were isolated 
by subtracting linewidth data obtained at two microwave frequencies, and the different 
contributions could be identified due to their characteristic angular dependence, given by 
the corresponding second moments. Using simple hypotheses, the coefficients obtained 
from a least-squares fit enabled us to estimate the exchange frequency meAB between 
non-equivalent coppers and the whole exchange frequency U ,  in Cu(L-Phe)2. Com- 
paring the resulting values with (6b) ,  we can conclude that the exchange frequency, 
y e e q ,  related to the interaction between equivalent coppers is negligible. Thus, the short- 
time spin dynamics in Cu(L-Phe), are essentially governed by the exchange interaction 
between non-equivalent coppers. An average interaction, J'  = (0.37 * 0.02) K, 
between the four non-equivalent copper neighbours may be estimated using (6b). This 
value, together with the values obtained for two similar complexes [4,5] is clearly cor-. 
related with the Cu-0 apical bond lengths involved in the carboxylate bridges [18], 
reinforcing the hypothesis [5]  that these are the main pathways for superexchange 
between non-equivalent copper atoms. 
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On the other hand, the goodness of the fit performed demonstrates that non-secular 
effects must be considered in the analysis of the frequency dependence of the linewidth 
in Cu(L-Phe)*, being the only mechanism that can explain the larger linewidths for the 
X band. For the Q band these effects are averaged out by the higher Larmor frequency. 
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